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Fig. 1: Proposed fundamental operations to incrementally learn MP libraries. We provide formulations of the spatial operations (a)–(e) for VMPs.

Abstract— Movement primitives (MPs) are compact repre-
sentations of robot skills that can be learned from demonstra-
tions and combined into complex behaviors. However, merely
equipping robots with a fixed set of innate MPs is insufficient
to deploy them in dynamic and unpredictable environments.
Instead, the full potential of MPs remains to be attained
via adaptable, large-scale MP libraries. In this paper, we
propose a set of seven fundamental operations to incrementally
learn, improve, and re-organize MP libraries. To showcase
their applicability, we provide explicit formulations of the
spatial operations for libraries composed of Via-Point Move-
ment Primitives (VMPs). By building on Riemannian manifold
theory, our approach enables the incremental learning of all
parameters of position and orientation VMPs within a library.
Moreover, our approach stores a fixed number of parameters,
thus complying with the essential principles of incremental
learning. We evaluate our approach to incrementally learn a
VMP library from motion capture data provided sequentially.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots providing help to humans at home, taking care of
the elderly, or collaborating with workers must be able to
learn new skills and to adapt them to unseen situations. In
this context, learning from demonstrations [1] and imitation
learning [2] are promising frameworks to learn generalizable
skills from human demonstrations. Such skills are often rep-
resented in the form of movement primitives (MPs) [3], [2],
and may be stored to form a MP library [2], [4]. Learning and
adapting skills thus essentially entails incrementally updating
the library. Different definitions of incremental learning exist
in the literature, see, e.g., [5], [6] for an overview. Akin
to Gepperth and Hammer [5], we consider online learning
as learning from sequentially-arriving data, and incremental
learning as online learning with limited amount of memory.
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Specifically, we require the memory for learning m models
from n samples with m < n to be bound by O(f(m)), i.e.,
independently of n. This implies that approaches requiring
to permanently store all samples or individually-retrieved
sample representations are not considered as incremental.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of incrementally learn-
ing a MP library. Specifically, we argue that this goes beyond
adding and improving existing MPs and introduce seven
spatial and temporal operations to extend, update, and re-
organize MP libraries based on incoming new demonstration
examples (see Figure 1 and Section IV). To showcase their
applicability, we provide an explicit formulation of the spatial
operations for a library of Via-Point Movement Primitives
(VMPs) [7] as MPs. Complex robotic skills also require to
handle full-pose (i.e., positions and orientations) end-effector
trajectories. Therefore, we provide methods to incrementally
adapt all parameters of full-pose VMPs using the fundamen-
tal spatial operations (Section V). By building on Riemannian
manifolds theory (Section V-A), our approach soundly treats
full-pose trajectories, while adhering to the aforementioned
incremental learning definition.

The contributions of this paper are threefold: (i) We
introduce a set of fundamental operations to incrementally
learn MP libraries; (ii) We provide formulations to incre-
mentally learn all parameters (i. e., weights, via-points, and
task parameters) of the VMPs within a library according to
the fundamental spatial operations; and (iii) in doing so, we
provide a Riemannian formulation of VMPs to handle full-
pose trajectories. We showcase our approach by incremen-
tally learning a VMP library from human demonstrations
recorded via motion capture.

II. RELATED WORK

In the following, we review existing works in the field of
incremental learning of MPs. The influential works [8], [9],
[10] are examples of online learning of MPs. Kulić et al. [8]
learn MPs from dynamically-clustered demonstrations. This
allows adding, improving, and splitting modes of MPs. How-



ever, this approach is not incremental as it permanently stores
a model of each demonstration. Niekum et al. [9], [10] learn
dynamical movement primitives (DMPs) [11] and represent
tasks as graphs. The model can be changed arbitrarily by re-
creating it, but not via specific operations. The approach is
not incremental as all demonstrations are stored. Gutierrez
et al. [12], [13] proposed to add and improve MPs online
based on HMMs.

Existing incremental approaches often only support a
single operation to modify models in a MP library. Adding
was formulated in [14] for DMPs. Improving was formulated
for periodic DMPs [15], for MPs based on Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) [16], for Dynamical Systems (DS) [17],
for HMMs [18], and for expected sensor data during the
execution of DMPs [19]. Adding, improving and removing
as three operations were formulated for DMPs specifically in
2D positional space [20]. In this paper, we instead propose
seven fundamental operations of incrementally learning a MP
library and formulate the five spatial ones within a single
framework.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the MP formulation on which
we focus in this paper, as well as the mathematical tools that
are required to handle full-pose demonstrations.

A. Via-Point Movement Primitives

Via-Point Movement Primitives (VMPs) [7] are highly
flexible MPs that combine the extrapolation capabilities of
DMPs [11] with the ability of probabilistic movement prim-
itives (ProMPs) [21] to handle via-points. A VMP models
a trajectory y(φ) as the superposition of an elementary
trajectory h(φ) and a shape modulation f(φ), i.e.,

y(φ) = h(φ) + f(φ), (1)

where φ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the phase variable allowing for
temporal modulation. The elementary trajectory forms the
basic structure of the VMP by connecting two consecutive
points such as a start h0 and a goal h1. Without loss of
generality, we consider linear elementary trajectories

h(φ) = h0 + φ · (h1 − h0). (2)

The shape modulation is represented as a weighted sum of
basis functions, so that

f(φ) = Ψ(φ)w, (3)

where Ψ(φ) ∈ Rd×dk is an activation matrix computed as
a block-diagonal matrix of radial basis functions (RBFs)
ψ(φ)T ∈ R1×k, and w = [wT

1 , . . . ,w
T
k ]

T ∈ Rdk is a con-
catenated weight vector. As in ProMPs,w follows a Gaussian
distribution N (µw,Σw), whose parameters are computed
from the weight vectors estimated for each demonstration.
After the initial learning phase, f(φ) can be adapted via
the conditioning of w. Alternatively, and as preferred by
Zhou et al. [7] for orientations, adaptations can be achieved
by modulating the elementary trajectory using a via-point.

Given a desired pose yv = y(φv) associated with a phase
value φv , the pose of an elementary via-point is

hv = yv − f(φv). (4)

With v− and v+ denoting the surrounding via-points of a
phase, the elementary trajectory (2) becomes

h(φ) = hv− +
φ− φv−

φv+ − φv−
· (hv+ − hv−).

Note that the start and end of the VMP are simply considered
as via-points for φ = 0 and φ = 1, respectively.

Since quaternions must satisfy a unit-norm constraint,
additional care must be taken to formulate orientation VMPs.
Zhou et al. [7] defined the elementary trajectory via spherical
linear interpolation. Trajectories y(φ) were then modeled via
quaternion multiplication of h(φ) with a shape modulation
f(φ). The vector part of f(φ) was learned using (3), and
its scalar part deduced to respect the unit-norm constraint.
However, such normalization operations are known to lead
to inaccurate models [22], [23]. In this paper, we instead
account for the intrinsic geometry of quaternions and formu-
late a Riemannian approach to incrementally learn full-pose
VMPs.

B. Riemannian Manifolds

In this paper, we represent orientations via unit quater-
nions, which are widely-used nearly-minimal representa-
tions. As quaternions must satisfy a unit-norm constraint,
they cannot be treated with traditional Euclidean methods.
Instead, we leverage tools from Riemannian geometry to
learn orientation trajectories. A smooth manifold M is a
curved topological space endowed with a smooth differential
structure [24]. A tangent space TxM, i.e., a Euclidean
approximation of the manifold, is associated with each point
x ∈ M. A Riemannian manifold is a smooth manifold
equipped with a Riemannian metric, i.e., a smoothly-varying
positive-definite inner product acting on each tangent space
TxM [25]. The Riemannian metric defines geodesics as
shortest paths between two points on M, thus generalizing
the notion of straight lines to Riemannian manifolds. Eu-
clidean tangent spaces can be leveraged via the use of the
exponential map Expx (u) : TxM → M and logarithmic
map Logx (y) :M → TxM. Finally, the parallel transport
operates Γx→y (u) : TxM → TyM with tangent vectors
lying on different tangent spaces. Full-pose trajectories are
composed of points on the product of manifold M =
R3×S3, where positions and quaternions are elements of the
Euclidean space R3 and sphere manifold S3, respectively.

IV. OPERATIONS TO INCREMENTALLY LEARN
MOVEMENT PRIMITIVE LIBRARIES

As stated in Section I, learning a movement primitive
library incrementally goes beyond adding or incrementally
improving single MPs. Here, we propose to structure the
incremental learning capabilities of MP libraries into seven
fundamental operations (see Figure 1). These operations not
only incorporate new knowledge but also provide the ability



to revert operations that were taken erroneously. This is
crucial, as systems that decide which operation to perform
hardly work perfectly. The three first operations are:
(a) Adding a MP to the library to extend it. This is needed

if a new observation does not match any existing MP in
the library, e. g., as in [14].

(b) Improving an existing MP. This allows generalization
based on multiple demonstrations, e. g., as in [15].

(c) Removing a MP that is not required anymore, e. g., as
in [20], or was added erroneously, e.g., as a consequence
of perception problems.

In the following, we refer to multiple distinct ways to
perform a movement as modes. The last four operations
describe ways of re-organizing a MP library, namely:
(d) Merging modes to merge two separately-stored MPs

representing similar movements into a single one.
(e) Splitting a mode into two distinct ones, each of them

represented by a single MP, e. g., as (online) in [8]. This
is useful when a MP consists of several modes that were
erroneously learned as a single one.

(f) Merging temporally several MPs that always occur to-
gether or correspond to a movement that was over-
segmented into multiple MPs.

(g) Splitting temporally a longer MP which, inversely, con-
sists of several movements that could be used separately.

Given these fundamental operations, key challenges are how,
when, and which of them to apply within MP libraries. We
start by tackling the first of these challenges and formulate
the five spatial operations (a)–(e) in a specific MP library.

V. INCREMENTAL LEARNING OF FULL-POSE VIA-POINT
MOVEMENT PRIMITIVES

In this section, we specifically address the problem of
incrementally learning a library of Via-Point Movement
Primitives (VMPs) [7]. As many robot skills are composed
of position and orientation, we first introduce a Riemannian
formulation for full-pose VMPs representing trajectories y ∈
R3 × S3. Then, we provide methods to incrementally learn
full-pose VMPs within our library via the 5 spatial operations
(a)–(e) introduced in the previous section. In this paper,
we assume that demonstrations are provided with a perfect
segmentation. Thus, temporal operations will be addressed
as future work.

A. Full-Pose VMPs

DefiningM = R3×S3, the VMP basic principle translates
to the Riemannian case as follows. The trajectory y(φ) ∈M
is composed by an elementary trajectory h(φ) ∈M, which
is modified by a shape modulation fh(φ)(φ) ∈ Th(φ)M as

y(φ) = Exph(φ)

(
fh(φ)(φ)

)
, (5)

with phase variable φ ∈ [0, 1]. The elementary trajectory
connects a start h0 to a goal h1 via a geodesic

h(φ) = Exph0

(
φ · Logh0

(h1)
)
. (6)

Note that Eqs. (5) and (6) simplify to (1) and (2), respec-
tively, when M = Rd, i.e., we recover the Euclidean VMP.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of a Riemannian VMP on S2.

Importantly, the shape modulation is an element of the
tangent space at the elementary trajectory. Thus, it follows
a Euclidean structure and can be defined similarly as in (3)
with special care of defining common weight vectors across
the different tangent spaces Th(φ)M. To do so, we define
the weights as wh0 ∈ Th0M and obtain fh(φ) as

fh(φ)(φ) = Γh0→h(φ) (fh0
(φ)) , (7)

with fh0
(φ) = Ψ(φ)wh0

. Note that parallel transport con-
serves the angle between shape modulation and the direction
of the elementary trajectory.

Demonstrations characterized by different weight vectors
wh0,n lead to a distribution w ∼ N (µw,Σw). The compu-
tation of this distribution is hindered by the fact that each
wh0,n lies on a different tangent space Th0,n

M. This is
resolved by transporting all fh0

to a common tangent space
ToM defined, e.g., at the origin o of M. However, in this
case, parallel transport does not suffice to ensure consistency
between shape modulation vectors in ToM. Specifically,
two identical trajectories translated on the manifold would
be encoded in ToM by shape modulation vectors differing
by a rotation depending on their starting points. We com-
pensate this by aligning the parallel-transported direction
d01 = Logh0

(h1) /∥Logh0
(h1) ∥h0 ∈ Th0M of each

demonstration with a default unit direction do ∈ ToM. This
is achieved via a rotation R satisfying

do = RΓh0→o (d01) . (8)

The shape modulation vectors are then obtained as

fo = RΓh0→o (fh0) .

Figure 2a illustrates the transport for two shape modulations.
If h(0) = h(1), d01 is ill-defined, and the rotation is omitted.
Notice that, in general, y0 ≈ h0 and y1 ≈ h1 hold aside
from approximation errors of f(0) and f(1).

Similarly as Euclidean VMPs, adaptation of Riemannian
VMPs can be achieved by conditioning w or by modulating
the elementary trajectory with via-points. Analougously to
Eq. (4) in Euclidean spaces, elementary via-points hv at φv

are derived from trajectory via-points yv = y(φv) so that

yv = Exphv
(fhv

(φv)) = Exphv
(Γh0→hv

(fh0
(φv))) .

(9)
In contrast to the Euclidean case, Eq. (9) does not yield
an analytical solution. Instead, it resembles a geodesic re-
gression problem [26] and a solution hv can be calculated
by minimizing the distance d2M(yv, ỹv) between the desired



pose ỹv and the pose (9). This is achieved via the Rieman-
nian gradient descent update

hv,i+1 ← Exphv,i

(
2αΓyv,i→hv,i

(
Logyv,i

(ỹv)
))

,

where we use a gradient approximation akin to and the
adaptive stepsize α of [27]. Finally, Eq. (6) becomes

h(φ) = Exphv−

(
φ− φv−

φv+ − φv−
· Loghv−

(hv+)

)
.

Note that R is still defined as a function of the direction
d01 to avoid discontinuities in y(φ) in the presence of via-
points. Figure 2b illustrates the execution of a VMP with
a via-point. Next, we show how to apply the fundamental
spatial operations of Section IV to incrementally learn the
weights, via-points, and task parameters of full-pose VMPs.

B. Incremental Learning of VMP Weights

Following the definition of Section I, incremental learning
of full-pose VMPs is achieved by storing only a fixed amount
of parameters while demonstrations are provided sequen-
tially. In this section, we present incremental approaches
to learn the weights w characterizing incrementally-learned
VMPs. The building blocks wi of the concatenated weight
vector w lie in tangent spaces of R3 × S3 and thus display
a Euclidean structure. Therefore, w is learned incrementally
as the Euclidean distribution w ∼ N (µw,Σw) ⊂ R7k.

Given N samples {xn}Nn=1, a Gaussian distribution
N (µ,Σ) ∈ Rd is estimated batch-wise following

µ̂n =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xi and Σ̂n =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(xi− µ̂n)(xi− µ̂n)
T,

(10)
with Σ̂n being defined if n ≥ 2. Internally, we represent
the estimated Gaussian distribution with three parameters:
The number of samples n and the two estimated non-central
moments µ̂n = E (X) and Ŝn = E

(
XXT

)
. Thus, we have

Σ̂n =
n

n− 1

(
Ŝn − µ̂nµ̂

T
n

)
. (11)

The weight distribution parameters are incrementally learned
to achieve the five spatial operations of Section IV as follows.
(a) Adding a VMP to the library is realized by creating a

weight estimator. Based on a new demonstration x1 it is
initialized with n = 1, µ̂1 = x1 and Ŝ1 = x1x

T
1 .

(b) Improving a weight estimation based on an additional
demonstration xn+1 is achieved as

µ̂n+1 =
nµ̂n + xn+1

n+ 1
and Ŝn+1 =

nŜn + xn+1x
T
n+1

n+ 1
.

(c) Removing a VMP simply corresponds to deleting its
weight estimator and potential references in task models.

(d) Merging two modes A and B results in a joint mode C,
whose weight parameters are, with nC = nA + nB,

µ̂C =
nA

nC
µ̂A+

nB

nC
µ̂B and ŜC =

nA

nC
ŜA+

nB

nC
ŜB. (12)

(e) Splitting a mode C into two modes A and B using
a demonstration x requires additional assumptions, as

there are more variables than constraints. We assume
(i) the demonstration to be similar to one of the modes,
µ̂A = x, and (ii) both modes to have contributed equally
to the existing estimation, i.e., nA = nB = nC

2 . Then,
Eq. (12) leads to µ̂B = 2µ̂C − µ̂A. While it might
be tempting to fix ŜA = xxT and derive ŜB using
Eq. (12), this always leads to Σ̂A being degenerated, and
can even lead to Σ̂B not being positive semi-definite. To
avoid this, we further assume Σ̂A = Σ̂B = σ2I with
σ = 1

3∥µ̂A− µ̂B∥. ŜA and ŜB follow using Eq. (11). To
speed up convergence during subsequent improvements,
we finally reduce n for each mode by a factor of 1

2 .

Importantly, mathematical equivalence with batch-wise esti-
mations holds for all operations except splitting a mode. As
such, they offer the benefits of incremental learning without
introducing drawbacks compared to batch-wise learning.

C. Detection of Via-Points

Demonstrations with undetected via-points lead to dis-
torted weight estimations as via-points distort the trajectory.
As a counteraction, we tackle the detection of via-points in
this section. Their incremental generalization is addressed
as a part of the task parameter estimation in Section V-
D. An experimental comparison of the approaches follows
in Section VI-B. Here, we denote the reproduction of a
demonstration {ỹn}Nn=1 with a VMP as {y(φn) = yn}Nn=1,
with y(0) = ỹ1 and y(1) = ỹN . Their poses differ by

d(ỹn,yn) = dR3(ỹp
n,y

p
n) + αdS3(ỹq

n,y
q
n),

with positions yp, orientations yq , and a weighting factor
α. This difference can be caused by a need to improve the
VMP’s weights and by undetected via-points. To reduce it,
via-points are added until a termination criterion is fulfilled,
e.g., d(ỹn,yn) < θ with a given threshold θ. Each via-point
is created based on its phase variable φv and the associated
pose ỹn. We propose three ways to select φv . First, φv can
be chosen as the phase of the maximum distance, i.e.,

φv = argmax
φn

d(ỹ(φn),y(φn)).

Second, a brute force search can be conducted among all
phase values of the demonstration. Evaluating the VMP with
a via-point at φc yields a trajectory {yc

n}Nn=1. The value φc

leading to the lowest average distance is picked as

φv = argmin
φc

1

N

∑
n

d(ỹn,y
c
n).

Third, φv can be selected via a weighted phase average as

φv =

∑N
n=1 d(ỹ(φn),y(φn))φn∑N
n=1 d(ỹ(φn),y(φn))

.

For all approaches, redundant and low-influence via-points
can be removed at the end of the greedy selection phase.
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Fig. 3: Snapshots of the tasks from motion capture recordings from [30]
that are incrementally learned in Section VI-A.

D. Incremental Learning of Task Parameters

While weights are sufficient to characterize a VMP, its ex-
ecution requires additional task parameters, i.e., a start pose
y0, an end pose y1, optional via-points {(φv,n,yv,n)}Nn=1,
and a duration t. Estimating y0, y1 and yv,n ∈ R3 × S3
amounts to estimating a position p ∈ R3 and orientation
q ∈ S3. Moreover, φv,n and t are estimated as scalars.

Incremental estimation of scalars and positions is achieved
as detailed in Section V-B. Although we require φv,n ∈ [0; 1]
and t > 0, we deem the Gaussian estimation to nevertheless
be appropriate as we assume the variances to be low. The
batchwise mean on Riemannian manifolds is generalized via
the so-called Fréchet mean [28]. When samples are provided
sequentially, the orientation part of task parameters is ob-
tained using the incremental Fréchet mean estimator [29] as

q̂n+1 = Expq̂n

(
1

n+ 1
Logq̂n

(xn+1)

)
. (13)

Although strict equivalence between batch-wise and incre-
mental estimates does not apply in the Riemannian case, the
estimator (13) provably converges to the batch-wise Fréchet
mean [29]. This convergence is sufficient for our use case.
Covariances are defined on tangent spaces Tq̂n

M as

Σ̂n =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

Logq̂n
(xi)Logq̂n

(xi)
T
,

and incrementally learned as in Section V-B with special care
of transporting the covariances to appropriate tangent spaces.
Finally, an executable task is represented by a task model
containing a sequence of VMPs and their task parameters.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our approach by incrementally learning a
VMP library from human motions recordings. Specifically,
we use 6D hand pose trajectories from selected motions
of the KIT Bimanual Actions Dataset [30], as shown in
Figure 3. We focus on evaluating the execution of the spatial
operations formulated in Section V. Therefore, we assume to
be given which fundamental operation should be performed
when.

A. Incremental Learning of a VMP Library

First, we evaluate adding, improving, merging two modes
and splitting a mode. Removing is considered as trivial.
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Fig. 4: Added and incrementally improved VMP for an approach task.
Left: Incrementally provided demonstrations. Middle: Incrementally learned
full-pose VMP, with positions p (■ x, ■ y, ■ z), and orientations q (■ qx,
■ qy , ■ qz , ■ qw). All executions are performed w.r.t. the start and end
of the first demonstration. Colors go from transparent to opaque to show
the incremental updates. Right: Weight means after 6 demonstrations.

Operation Distance (translation) Distance (rotation)

Add and improve 4.6× 10−15 mm below detection limit
Merge two modes 4.0× 10−15 mm 5.4× 10−7◦

Split a mode 22.5mm and 39.0mm 3.2◦ and 6.7◦

(Without splitting) 34.1mm and 68.2mm 4.9◦ and 9.9◦

TABLE I: Average root mean square distances between batch-wise and
incremental estimations of the VMP weight means. Without splitting is
displayed for comparison with split a mode.

1) Adding and Improving: We use one demonstration of
approaching an object with the right hand to perform a
sweeping task to create a VMP and add it to the library.
The VMP is then improved incrementally with additional
demonstrations. Figure 4 shows the incrementally-provided
demonstrations, the incrementally-learned VMPs, and the
resulting weights. As intended, the addition and improvement
operations learn a generalized representation of the demon-
strations. As expected, quantitative differences between the
incremental and batch-wise estimation are negligible (see
Table I) since the calculations are mathematically equivalent.

2) Merging Modes: Next, we consider two VMPs al-
ready encoded in the library, namely lifting to cut and
lifting to peel, previously trained from 6 and 3 demonstra-
tions, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-left, middle, the
two VMPs represent similar motions and are incrementally
merged into a single lifting VMP (see Figure 5-right). As
shown in Table I, mathematical equivalence results in neg-
ligible differences w.r.t. batch-wise estimations. The imbal-
anced number of demonstrations per mode is not detrimental.

3) Splitting a Mode: We now study the retreat segments
of transfer motions, for which the single VMP encoded in the
library is not sufficient. As shown in Figure 6-left, the learned
retreat VMP is not able to represent the elements y and
qz of the 4 demonstrated full-pose trajectories. Therefore,
the 5th demonstration is used to split the learned VMP into
two modes. Figure 6-middle shows the resulting two modes,
which result in better representations of the demonstrations.
4 additional demonstrations, each automatically assigned to
the more probable mode, are further leveraged to refine
the VMPs (see Figure 6-right). As shown in Table I, the
incremental estimation of splitting a mode differs from
batch-wise estimations computed from the demonstrations
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Fig. 6: Splitting a retreat VMP into two modes. The trajectories are
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demonstrations. Demonstrations and estimated VMP are depicted by semi-
transparent and opaque lines, respectively. Middle: Mode 1 (—) and Mode
2 (· · · ) after splitting with a 5th demonstration. Right: Mode 1 (—) and
Mode 2 (· · · ) after further improvement from 4 additional demonstrations.

of the respective modes. However, the differences are still
reasonable, and lower than for a single VMP learned from
all demonstrations. Therefore, the incremental splitting was
successful, despite the assumption of both modes having
been observed equally often at the time of splitting being
violated (3 and 2 observations) and the overall number of
demonstrations per mode (6 and 3) being imbalanced.

B. Via-Point Estimation

Next, we compare the three approaches for via-point detec-
tion presented in Section V-C on demonstrations of a pouring
task, whose amplitudes differ strongly. At first, we detect
one via-point per demonstration. As shown in Figure 7-left,
the maximum weight approach leads to strongly-varying via-
points across the demonstrations. Instead, the weighted phase
average (middle) yields more consistent results, that are bet-
ter suited to generalize the estimation. As shown in Table II,
the maximum weight and brute force approaches result in
similar distances between demonstration and reconstruction
with a high estimation time for the latter. The weighted
phase average is competitively fast, while resulting in similar
distances. Figure 7-right shows examples of reconstructions
obtained with up to 1 or 3 via-points detected via weighted
phase average. Here, the 3 points are reduced to 2 in the
removal step. For this motion, a single via-point is not
sufficient as only the midpart of the reproduction matches
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Fig. 7: Estimation of via-points for 9 demonstrations of pouring actions.
For clarity, only 4 (left, middle) and 2 of the demonstrations (right) are
visualized. Left: Detection of a via-point using maximum distance. Middle:
Detection of a via-point using weighted phase average. Right: Execution
using 1 (—/•) or 2 (· · · /◦) via-points detected by weighted phase average.

# Approach Average Distance Duration [s]

0 None (53.8± 22.8) —
1 Maximum Distance (20.5± 10.8) (0.34± 0.03)

Brute Force (20.9± 10.4) (81.85± 12.50)
Weighted Phase Average (22.6± 9.3) (0.33± 0.03)

3 Maximum Distance (10.2± 2.9) (3.11± 0.40)
Weighted Phase Average (10.1± 3.4) (2.79± 0.87)

TABLE II: Evaluation of via-point detection approaches. Average weighted
distance between demonstrations and VMP reconstructions and detection
duration. Brute force is omitted for 3 via-points for runtime reasons.
# denotes the maximum number of via-points to be detected.

the demonstration. Trajectories obtained with pairs of via-
points reproduces the demonstrations considerably better.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we identified seven fundamental operations
to incrementally learn MP libraries. We formulated all spatial
operations for a specific type of MP library, thus providing
a framework to incrementally learn VMPs, detect their
via-points, and estimate their task parameters. We achieve
mathematical equivalence to batch-wise estimation of VMP
weights for all but one of them and convergence for via-
points and task parameters. Our approach soundly treats full-
pose trajectories by building on Riemannian manifolds the-
ory. Importantly, it follows a strict definition of incremental
learning that limits the amount of stored information.

In general, incremental learning of MP libraries opened the
three main challenges of how and when to apply which of the
presented fundamental operations. We see the first of these
challenges, tackled in this paper, as a requirement to address
the latter ones. Future work will consist in deciding when to
incrementally apply which operation to learn generalizable
MP libraries from a large set of demonstrations. Once
solutions to all three challenges are sufficiently mature, the
full potential of incremental learning might be leveraged
for long-term usage of MP libraries, thus raising novel
challenges regarding the stability and convergence of such a
library. Moreover, we envision that the presented solutions on
how to apply the fundamental operations can be transferred
to other MPs building on basis functions, such as DMPs and
ProMPs. In addition, we will treat the temporal operations,
which requires reliable segmentation approaches.
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